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GOX EKS GOGGLES
new PRODUCTS	

TIRES, TUBES &
WHEELS	

FRAME
A lightweight, “urethane blend” frame has a firm yet pliable feel for the ultimate in comfort and protection. The material known as “polyflex” allows the frame to form much easier to different face shapes.
The “GOX” frame is equipped with the highest quality, Polycarbonate, shatter resistant anti-scratch & anti-fog coated lens available. It has
100% UVA protection and it is the leader in lens attributes and function.
LENS
Tear off posts are integrated into the Polycarbonate, hard coat lenses for ease of use and function.
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ATV/UTV
ACCESSORIES	

MOTORCYCLE
ACCESSORIES	

FOAM
100-PPI “reticulated” vent foam allows the ultimate in airflow while keeping the dust and debris out. This special vent foam is designed to
allow moisture and condensation to escape freely.
17mm thick, 4-layer face-foam is backed with a moisture wicking fleece lining providing the best anti drip, sweat protection available.
ASST.
An adjustable, double buckle woven strap is silicone backed for the ultimate in strap placement and hold.
“Anti static” smudge resistant goggle bag comes standard in every box.

RODS, BEARINGS,
CAMS & CYLINDERS	

axles, chains,
sprockets & drive

engine &
performance

electrical &
batteries

dvd

specialty tools

pwc

GOX “FADE ” SERIES
For 2015 we’re introducing our freshest styles yet, as well as bringing back our most popular lines. Check out our new
Fade “Phantom” and “Volcano” models ; our hottest models to date. We are very excited to bring these new styles to you!

gox volcano/phantom GOOGLES
PART #

DESCRIPTION

EKS10200

Volcano Flo Pink/Black

EKS10205

Volcano Cyan/ Wht/Flo
orange

EKS10210

Volcano Yellow/ Cyan/ Flo
red

EKS10215

Volcano Cyan blue/ White

EKS10220

Volcano Flo Orange/ Grey

EKS10225

Volcano Flo Green/ White

EKS10230

Phantom Flo orange/blk/
wht

EKS10235

Phantom Red/Wht

EKS10240

Phantom Black/ White

EKS10245

Phantom Cyan/Black/Flo
Orange

EKS10250

Phantom Red/Wht/Blue

eks10200- Volcano Flo Pink/Black

eks10205- Volcano Cyan/ Wht/Flo orange
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